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good testimony meeting where ex-
pressions

reminds us that as sisters in
pressions of faith lead to a spiritu-
ally

the gospel we must cherish one
motivating and intellectually another 172 in hearts knit to-

getherstimulating sharing of that which every woman will be able
latter day saints hold most precious to find a common thread

patricia mann alto the words in this collection
strengthen testimonies as once again
we realize we are not alone
others are experiencing are endur-
inghearts knit together talksfromtalks from or have overcome similarthe 1995 womens conference circumstances the of thepurposeedited by susette fletcher green
relief society is realized as all sis-
ters

dawn hall anderson and diora
look forward with onehall dalton deseret book 1995 eye

having one faith and one baptism
having their hearts knit together inanother resounding volume in
unity and in love one towardsthe womens conference series
another mosiah 1821 this vol-
ume

this compilation was selected from
reaffirms the unity we findthe essays and poems presented

through the gospel and reminds usat the 1995 womens conference
that we save souls by meetingsponsored by brigham young uni-

versity human needsand the relief society wom-
en nicole M barzeefrom different backgrounds
occupations and countries discuss
topics common to all such as unity
compassion patience acceptance utah the right place the official
and change the words of vir-
ginia

centennial history by thomas G
H pearce establish a recur-

ring
alexander 2dad ed gibbs smith

theme of this book we are all 1996
trying to arrange things into a

predictable pattern as we adapt identified as the official cent-
ennialto all sorts of change 130 history of utah this out-
standingthe authors draw the subject of volume is well worth

their presentations from their own reading for anyone interested in
personal experiences pam kaz-
maier

utah or mormon history officially
having been a hospital nurse commissioned as a utah statehood

for twenty years relates her diffi-
cult

centennial project of the utah
decision to leave her nursing state historical society utah the

career to stay at home with her right place should be welcomed
young children bonnie muirbrook by every student and teacher of
blair a homemaker and mother of utah history for its remarkable
four conveys the challenges she combination of comprehensive-

nessfaced in the eight years she cared conciseness balance and lit-
eraryfor her aging mother in law and quality not often does a

aileen H clyde former counselor one volume survey combine all
in the general relief society presi-

dency

these qualities so effectively
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the book consists of sixteen chap-
ters

each chapter covers a particular
the first chapter provides a chronological period but alexan-

derfine summary of the geological his-
tory

skillfully weaves the myriad
of utah the second a look at pieces into a comprehensive larger

native americans who inhabited picture that will make even those
the beehive state as early as 11000 who are generally familiar with
BC aspects of their lives are dis-
cussed

utah history feel that they have a
new and more complete under-
standing

in such a way that the
reader should never forget their of everything that went

on in that period utahs artistsessential role in utahs history the politicians musicians educatorsthird chapter covers the activities religious leaders including mor-
monand influence of the explorers catholic protestant and non

entrepreneurs trappers and traders christian and ethnic groups are
and who preceded theimmigrants all there but as part of a larger pic-

turemormon into themigration area that both supersedes and
readers interested primarily in includes each of them in addition

LDS church history will no doubt alexander has done a commend-
ablepay closest attention to chapters job of integrating the contri-
butionsfour through eight which cover of women in utah history

the period from the foundation one of alexanders persistent
of the church to the achievement of themes is the fact that utah was
utah statehood in 1896 this was not isolated from the rest of the
the period in which the affairs of nation rather he constantly re-

mindschurch and state were most closely the reader its history was
tied together making utahs his-
tory

always part of the larger scene and
highly distinctive always influenced by what was

half of the book chapters nine happening outside its borders
through fifteen deals with the utah also had some influence on
twentieth century this section is the world around it
particularly welcome for it pro-
vides

chapter sixteen reflections on
utahs and com-
monwealth

kingdom colonythe most comprehensive cov-
erage monwealth provides an insightfulof this period yet to appear

summary of the entire book andin print makes especially clear another cen-
tralperhaps the most important theme the evolution of utahcharacteristic of utah the right from a mormon kingdom to a capi-
talistplace is the fact that alexander colony where outside capital

has fulfilled his ofadmirably goal provided the major stimulus to the
writing a history in which the economy to a colony of washing-

tonlives of utahnsutahna are seen as a sin-
gle

a period of time in which the
piece 8 he incorporates all states economy was largely depen-

dentof the elements of utah life into upon defense spending and
every part of the book religion other forms of federal aid and then
economics politics ethnic groups to an american commonwealth
family life literature the arts archi-
tecture

when beginning in the 1980s utahnsutahna
tecture sports and recreation and generated their own capital and
the environment managed their own large business
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enterprises he concludes with a of the centennial of utahs hard
hint of pride that utahs people won statehood editorsfhomaseditors thomas lyon
no longer have to work in an econ-
omy

of utah state university and terry
in which its major enterprises tempest williams of the univer-

sityare owned and operated from out-
side

of utah serve up nearly 150
the state 459 personal and imaginative writings

capping for now but certainly and poems by more than 130 utah
not concluding a distinguished writers in a big splendid anthology
professional career of teaching and destined to be a literary landmark
writing utah history utah the in the cultural history of utah
right place should be an essential eschewing familiar and well
addition to the library of anyone wornwom organizing metaphors the
concerned with the beehive state editors have gathered their selec-

tionsmormonscormons will find alexanders ap-
proach

under a fresh and utile orga-
nizingto their history both thor-

ough
principle that transforms

and refreshing it will be utahs five topographically distinct
especially appreciated in light of terrains each of which possesses an
some modem efforts to diminish inherent andgreat peculiar beauty
if not eliminate any discussion of ii into five literary provinces
religion in history classes As the great basin urban terrace
alexander himself observes taking mountains colorado plateau
a cue from one of his early men-
tors

eachand dixie 1 introducing
studying utah history with-

out
section in brief lyrical essays cen-
teredtalking about the mormonscormons in the natural history of the

would be like discussing the dis-
covery

province the editors present a
of america without men-

tioning
judicious selection of some familiar

columbus 9 at the same but mostly less accessible or virtu-
allytime mormon history itself is not unknown works of poetry fic-
tionthe focus of the book the mor-

mon
history personal narratives

and their contribu-
tions

majority interviews with earlier inhabit-
antsare well served but so too and accounts of present day

the contributions of othersare life in the five provinces all of this
alexander has succeeded in creat-
ing

gathers to a satisfying cultural his-
toricala well integrated well balanced torical and literary feast

history of a state that in his view lyon and williams have mea-
suredis still the right place for all each selection against four

J B alienallenailen book review editor criteria every reading should illu-
minate its region it should have lit-
erary value it should suggest ideas

great and peculiar beauty A or dimensions of feeling that tran-
scendutah reader edited by thomas time and it should tell a

lyon and terry tempest williams story 2 their unstated fifth cri-
teriongibbs smith 1995 is of course that every read-
ing reflect the editors own world

here is a welcome buffet of utah views as professing naturalistsnatura lists
literature spread out in celebration writers scholars and sympathetic


